
Suggested conceptual model scheme to derived receptor 

How to improve links between exposure and effects on a spatially explicit scale?
 Clearly define and structure processes and scales
 Match between available exposure models and receptor side
The proposed receptor-based approach accounts for behaviour, traits and habitats of different species relevant for the environmental risk
assessment of pesticides.
 Requirements for future implementation of the outlined approach? There are implications for
 Adaptation of exposure models: Current well-established and functioning exposure models such as PEARL need to be embedded in

holistic and consistent environmental scenarios
 Ecotoxicological experiments: i) internal body concentration determined for ecotoxicological tests; ii) TK experiments addressing

relevant uptake routes are mandatory in addition to toxicity tests
 Ecological effect models: Adaptation of existing and new model to the exposure scenarios, coverage of all relevant uptake routes,

inclusion of “chemical environment”
 Possible application cases? Let’s discuss about springtails, earthworms, honeybees, voles....
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Introduction
 One of the main scientific and regulatory challenges that needs to be tackled for an advancement of soil risk assessment for plant

protection products (PPP) is the link between exposure and effects of pesticides for organisms living in-soil and on-soil.
 Within the disciplines of emission, fate and exposure on the one hand side; and of effect assessment on the other side knowledge is

increasing, but it remains notoriously difficult to characterise the ecologically relevant concentration, and hence to find an appropriate
quantitative description for the link between exposure and effects.

 We suggest a paradigm shift from separated scientific disciplines towards an integrated receptor-based assessment

Discussion & Conclusions

Classical ERA paradigm Proposed receptor-based ERA paradigm Environmental scenario

Local chemical emission & relocation
• Vegetation
• Leaves
• Translocation plant surface to soil
• Plant uptake via leaves 
• Soil infiltration
• Plant uptake via roots

Chemical fate processes
• Abiotic degradation 
• Microbial degradation
• Short-term adsorption  in soil
• Long-term adsorption in soil 
Within all compartments with specific rates (e.g. 
photolysis, microbial degradation in soil)

Figure adapted from Scientific Opinion on the science behind the guidance 
for scenario selection and scenario parameterisation for predicting 
environmental concentrations of plant protection products in soil (EFSA 
Journal 2012;10(2):2562)

Receptor: collects one internal concentration (ERC) from the different sources in the 
chemical environment, according to species specific combination of uptake routes and 
exposure modulating behaviour

Exposure-modulating 
traits and behaviour

(landscape scale)
• Home range > field size 
• Movement through 
landscape, exposure on 
different fields

E.g. beetles, honeybees, 
small mammals crossing 
different crop fields (and 
non-crop elements) within 
agricultural landscape, 
while foraging or in transit 

Exposure-modulating traits 
and behaviour (small scale)
• Movement through different 

compartments, e.g. in plant, 
soil

• Soil depth (vertical)
• Individual time dependent, 

e.g. NTA larvae in soil, adult 
above soil/on plants

• Environmental time 
dependent: daily or 
seasonal changes  

Uptake routes
• Overspray 

uptake via 
surface

• Soft-bodied 
contact with 
soil/water 

• Inhalation
• Food/water 

uptake

Landscape 
PPP 

emissions

Receptor: combination of relevant uptake routes and movement /behaviour Chemical environment:
Based on existing fate and exposure models and scenarios

• Selection of relevant 
and consistent biotic 
and abiotic factors and 
spatial and temporal 
scales 

• Integrated exposure 
and effect modelling

• Defines a consistent 
context for exposure 
and effect assessment 

Rico and Van den 
Brink, 2015
Rico et al., 2016; 

Landscape
specific

questions
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